
Peek inside
for a preview

ADAPTED BOOKS
COLORS – REAL PICTURES



Adapted books are great for Special Education, early childhood, ELL,
homeschool, speech therapy, and non-verbal learners.

Introduce new topics to the whole group or use for independent work.

ADAPTED BOOKS

ASSEMBLY TIPS:
- Velcro pieces to interact with the book
- Laminate to reuse for years!

MATCHING
ON EACH PAGE!



COLORS
COLORS INCLUDED:
- RED
- YELLOW
- BLUE
- PINK
- ORANGE
- PURPLE
- GREEN
- BLACK
- WHITE
- BROWN
- RAINBOW



3 LEVELS
Level 1: Errorless (Every answer is correct! )

Match the picture to the page or the word to the page.
Includes two Quiz pages: both answers are correct.

Level 2: Matching Picture (Higher level reader that includes labeling the picture.)

Match the picture to the correct page.
Includes pieces to make the higher level reader errorless too!
Includes two quiz pages.

Level 3: Matching Word (No picture cue.)

Match the word to the correct page.
Same text as Level 2 but matching word only.
Includes four quiz pages: two label the color and two label the picture.

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2 LEVEL 3



INCLUDES
EACH COLOR INCLUDES:
- 3 leveled adapted books
- Multiple options for each book
- Landing page for responses
- Quiz page for every book
- Tips for Differentiating
- Photos of resource assembled



LEVEL 1
Level 1: Errorless (Every answer is correct! )

Match the picture to the page or the word to the page.
Includes two Quiz pages: both answers are correct.



LEVEL 2
Level 2: Matching Picture (Higher level reader that includes labeling the picture.)

Match the picture to the correct page.
Includes pieces to make the higher level reader errorless too!
Includes two quiz pages.



LEVEL 3
Level 3: Matching Word (No picture cue.)

Match the word to the correct page.
Same text as Level 2 but matching word only.
Includes four quiz pages: two label the color and two label the picture.



EASY PREP!

PRINT

CUT, LAMINATE, BIND



33 BOOKS



SHARE ON SOCIAL!
Have pics of Simply Special Ed resources in your classroom?

Share your work on Facebook and Instagram!

use #simplyspecialed

tag @simplyspecialed



TO CHECK OUT MY BLOG!

CLICK HERECLICK HERE

WANT TO LEARN MORE?

https://www.simplyspecialed.com/color-adapted-books-with-real-pictures/

